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REWEART
SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability means talking about common
goals. Resource scarcity, climate change and
ecosystem pollution are global problems that
affect everyone and must therefore be
addressed with a sense of responsibility. 

The vulnerability of our production and
consumption systems forces companies to
rethink their role in solving today's social
and environmental challenges[1].

In this sense, Reweart adopts an integrative
point of view, the "unity in diversity".
Through the ecosophy it aims to close the
nature-society gap and promote profound
changes; empowering society and inspiring
new ways of producing that lead to a total
transformation of the current model of
production and consumption. 

"In contrast to the Industrial Revolution, the
Biomimicry Revolution introduces an era
based not on what we can extract from
nature, but on what we can learn from it" [2].
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Figure 1: Triple bottom line of sustainability

The triple bottom line refers to the impact that
a company has on the environment, society and
the economy. It is a good indicator of a
company's commitment to sustainability.

These three axioms are closely linked and all
efforts should be directed, while seeking
economic profitability, to exercising
responsibility towards environmental care and
social welfare throughout the value chain.

The three fundamental objectives of LIFE
Reweart project are to ensure animal
welfare, generate social awareness and
minimize environmental impact.

[1]  Ruiz, S. Esade, marzo 2021. “Conexión con nuestra cadena de valor: Innovando a través de la sostenibilidad y la economía circular”. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRqlIRqryaw&t=125s Consultado: 14 octubre 2021

[2] Janine M Benyus citada en: Estévez, R. 24 mayo 2012. “Biomímesis, una alternativa para el Homo industrialis”. Ecointeligencia. Disponible en:
https://www.ecointeligencia.com/2012/05/biomimesis-una-alternativa-para-el-homo-industrialis/ Consultado: 27 enero 2022.
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Reweart is a project driven by love for the
planet and all living beings that inhabit it,
driven by ethical values of animal, social and
environmental welfare, through ecosophy
and the science of biomimicry, seeks to
implement a comprehensive circular
economy.

It works every day to find more respectful
solutions to the challenges posed by some
production processes. With the tenacity and
enthusiasm to achieve significant changes.
And so it is blazing a trail for the rest of the
conventional industry.

Reweart's manufacturing processes are
essentially similar to those of the traditional
footwear industry, but there are some
differences that give the brand its conscious
and innovative character: 
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Figure 2: The three types of ethics that define
Reweart

And this commitment is integrated throughout
its manufacturing process, by selecting
materials free of animal products, Reweart
defines itself as a cruelty-free brand, while
providing an exemplary ethical solution for a
respectful production towards all living beings. 

Starting from a different point of view, its
philosophy of respect leads it to apply
biomimetics [3]. Under the prism of this
science, he seeks to learn from nature and
imitate it to provide solutions to present
problems.

[3] De bio- y mimetismo. 1. m. Imitación de los diseños y procesos de la naturaleza en la resolución de problemas técnicos. Actualizado 2021. Real
Academia Española. Disponible en: https://dle.rae.es/biomimetismo Consultado: 10 diciembre 2021

1.1.1 SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION

-Analyze the "origin and impact" of each of
the raw or secondary materials used, looking
for recycled and organic options. Of course,
do not use plastics or substances susceptible
or suspected of posing a health risk during
handling or use.

-Ethics first, aesthetics second" has always
been one of Reweart's premises.
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It works on eco-design throughout the entire life cycle of its product, seeking at each stage the
greatest possible efficiency in terms of material and energy consumption and studies how to make
possible the recyclability of each accessory and pair of shoes it produces. 

-It manufactures its products manually and by hand with people who contribute their experience
and quality in the manufacturing process.

-Seeks to work with recycled and organic circular materials.

-Promotes the return to make possible the recycling of products that have finished their useful
life.

-Empowers the consumer by maintaining a communicative and transparent stance. At the same
time it encourages them to be an active part in the circularity of its Reweart products.
It seeks to change the "system determines the consumer" by "the consumer determines the
system".

-It promotes projects such as LIFE-REWEART, which aims to generalize proactive waste
management from the design phase and conceive a new business model, while transferring its
expertise to other companies.

-It promotes reuse in other sectors of the value chain, such as textiles, so that the recycling of
clothing that is no longer used becomes a fun and original process, helping consumers to include
clothing in their footwear. The project seeks to give a new life to clothing, turning it into a
component of footwear.

-Works under order without stock with the aim of producing only what is necessary. 

-NO stock NO sales policy; where it is not necessary to dispose of surplus production and the fair
price is maintained throughout the year.

Only when we observe it, we realize that nature wastes nothing and nothing becomes waste. It has a
circular order where everything is transformed and has a function.
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Reweart observes nature as a teacher and flees from the classic anthropocentric vision in which the
human being is more important than the rest of living beings, firmly believing in a state of balance in
which all living beings, human and non-human, can coexist as part of the biodiversity on Earth, is what is
called ecosophy.

"Never does nature say one thing and
wisdom say another."

Juvenal
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And there is also a reason for social
awareness, Reweart stands firm with its
"normal friday" which aims to call for
responsible consumption, with sense,
avoiding unnecessary purchases product of
the bombardment of advertising encouraging
consumption, marathon days of workers in
logistics, store and carriers and the
consequent carbon footprint generated by
transport and waste by the packaging of
products. 
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Figure 3: Reweart differences with the conventional footwear industry

The brand strives to select materials
produced by local suppliers and with strict
certifications to promote the local economy. 

Reweart is socially and environmentally
innovative because it is investing a lot of
effort and resources in creating an ethical
and sustainable alternative that meets the
criteria of the circular economy.
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Due to the global problem of a linear model,
the climate crisis in which we are immersed,
the deficit of raw materials or extreme
poverty, it is necessary today more than ever
to resort to a new economic model that
makes a difference in the treatment and
management of resources...

The circular economy consists of a model of
resource utilization that prioritizes the
reduction, reuse and recycling of elements,
in order to convert what is considered, in the
linear economy, a "waste" into a by-product
or secondary material for another new
production.

Unlike the linear system, the circular
economy aims to keep materials in use for as
long as possible, thus reducing
environmental, social and economic costs.
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[4] Análisis de Ciclo de Vida de Producto SIDDHARTHA de Vesica Piscis Footwear, 15 noviembre 2021. Pag 11. Ilustración 1. INESCOP. Nº Informe: C-
21114185. 

Every product goes through a series of
interconnected phases, which together are
called the life cycle, from the time the raw
materials for its production are extracted to
its management as waste. Each phase causes
consumption of energy, resources,
deterioration and pollution of ecosystems
and emission of Greenhouse Gases (GHG).

Life Cycle Assessment is therefore a
methodology for assessing the environmental
impacts associated with a product or service.

Image 4 shows the Life Cycle studied in
Reweart's products [4].

Figure 4: Life Cycle of the SIDDHARTHA Model

1.2 CIRCULAR ECONOMY APPROACH

Raw materials

 



According to The Global Footprint Network,
humanity currently consumes the resources of 1.5
planets and in 2050 will need the equivalent of 3[ 5].
 
The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) points out
that "If all human beings lived like the average
Spaniard, we would consume the equivalent of 2.5
planets per year!" [6].

The current linear industrial model based on
"produce, use and throw away" consumption of
raw materials relies heavily on virgin materials
from non-renewable sources, ranging from
fertilizers for cotton cultivation, petroleum for
the manufacture of synthetic fibers, various
chemicals for the production of dyes, and so on. 

However, more and more new generations are
demanding more environmental responsibility
from brands and this, coupled with the
challenges faced by companies; with the
increase in world population, living and
consumption standards, pressure on resources
and the price of raw materials [7], demand a
sustainable approach to production, which has
led to a growing interest in circular solutions in
the industry.
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[5] Global footprint Network. 2012 A Measure for Resilience 2012 Report on the Ecological Footprint of the Philippines. Disponible en:
https://www.footprintnetwork.org/content/images/article_uploads/Philippines_Footprint_Report_2012.pdf Consultado 24 noviembre 2021

[6] World Wild Fund for Nature (WWF). Disponible en:
https://www.wwf.es/nuestro_trabajo/informe_planeta_vivo_ipv/huella_ecologica/dia_de_la_sobrecapacidad_de_la_tierra/ Consultado: 29
diciembre 2021

[7] Ruiz, S. Esade, marzo 2021. “Conexión con nuestra cadena de valor: Innovando a través de la sostenibilidad y la economía circular”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRqlIRqryaw&t=125s Consultado: 14 octubre 2021

1.2.1 RELATIONSHIP OF REWEART TO THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
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The business of manufacturing and selling
footwear requires a high consumption of
resources, this, added to the fact that the
average use of a shoe is only a minimum part
of its useful life, it is necessary to direct
efforts to circular economy strategies that
include "circular materials" that use by-
products or secondary raw materials, that
include intelligent and circular operations
that reduce waste in the value chain and
create new circular business sub-models
that increase the useful life of the product. 

Reweart's efforts are aimed at preserving the
value of materials and keeping them in use
longer, they need to establish synergies in
the footwear industry and its value chain
that allow the circulation of materials to
promote a system based on renewable
energies that aims to recycle, to use, and
return its materials, taking into account the
responsibility of the producer and the
locality of its suppliers to minimize the
impact generated in manufacturing... The
integral circular economy.

https://www.footprintnetwork.org/content/images/article_uploads/Philippines_Footprint_Report_2012.pdf
https://www.wwf.es/nuestro_trabajo/informe_planeta_vivo_ipv/huella_ecologica/dia_de_la_sobrecapacidad_de_la_tierra/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRqlIRqryaw&t=125s


In this way, Reweart models its business around the
three principles of the circular economy [8]:
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[8] Bohorquez Escorcia, C. Leonardo Mosquera, J. 10 septiembre 2019. Principios de Economía Circular. Observatorio de desarrollo económico.
Disponible en: https://observatorio.desarrolloeconomico.gov.co/dinamica-economica-industria/principios-de-economia-circular Consultado: 28
octubre 2021

Reweart uses natural resources only when
necessary, the selection is always based on
recycled, organic, safe, toxic-free and socially
responsible products. 

While all activity in its facilities comes from
renewable energy sources.

Figure 5: Principles of the circular economy

1. Preserving and enhancing natural
capital: from waste to REWEART's benefit

El proyecto “atiende a través de un sistema
propio la trazabilidad de todos los materiales
que utiliza, para Reweart, la historia y origen
de los materiales es importante”.

El modelo de producción circular no sólo evita
la innecesaria pérdida de recursos de
producción, materias primas y energía que
conlleva el modelo lineal sino reduce costos en
su cadena de valor.

What if what one company doesn't need, another can use
as a resource to manufacture its products? 

Figure 6: Principle 1 Circular Economy 

https://observatorio.desarrolloeconomico.gov.co/dinamica-economica-industria/principios-de-economia-circular


Reweart creates its first vegan sandal with recycled cork stoppers that come mainly
from wine bottles. According to the Life Reweart project, "the pair of soles has been
manufactured with only 20 corks of this vegetable tissue. A gesture that avoids the
emission of 2,240 grams of CO2 into the atmosphere, each recycled cork avoids 112
grams of this gas" [9]. In addition, another partner in the project, Hilaturas Ferre, a
manufacturer of recycled yarn, provides the jute to create a 100% vegetable product. 
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[9] Disponible en: https://life-reweart.eu/vesica-piscis-creates-the-first-vegan-sandals-made-from-20-recycled-corks-from-bottle-tops/
Consultado: 10 enero 2022

At Reweart, one of the fundamental
requirements is to bring recycling to its
products, but the minimization of resource
consumption must be coupled with a new way
of working with the products.

With the goal of zero waste in mind, Reweart
works in its processes and operations to not
mix materials during its production phase, so
that its products and by-products are fully
recyclable and reduce the footprint that goes
from the cultivation or extraction of raw
materials to manufacturing, processing and
recycling at the end of its useful life.

In some cases Reweart incorporates Upcycling
or Supra Recycling, which consists of creative
reuse, where part of the raw materials that
Reweart uses come from discards from other
industries (such as textiles), which far from
becoming waste, here are transformed back
into secondary raw materials, to close the
circle of the economy and thus the materials
begin their useful life again.

2. Optimizing the use of resources: circular
operations and processes.

Reweart makes all this possible through
Ecodesign, which is key to create
manufacturing alternatives and products that
are designed to be easily disassembled and
make possible their recycling, avoiding that
after use they become waste. Ecodesign is
present in both products and processes, thus
making possible the circularity of materials and
resource savings.

"Footwear is designed based on circularity, making the
most of every element, where everything is transformed

and nothing is destroyed or becomes waste."

Figure 7: Principle 2 of the Circular Economy

https://life-reweart.eu/vesica-piscis-creates-the-first-vegan-sandals-made-from-20-recycled-corks-from-bottle-tops/


During the innovation process it is not only important to generate ideas, it is also
necessary to be able to develop and implement them in order to bring them to the
market. Allowing those involved to take part in the process can be a good strategy for
achieving objectives. In this sense, Reweart is investigating the option of recycling
scrap scraps back into a nonwoven material for the exterior of new shoes. 

In this process would be included the consumer with the return of the product and
suppliers capable of carrying out the recycling process of these scraps in order to
transform it into new material.
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However, Reweart does not only focus on the
direct impacts of its activity, there are
secondary impacts caused by its activity that
are likely to go unnoticed, these are what we
call negative externalities. 

Reweart therefore reduces its impact on
agriculture and livestock by using organic
materials and by choosing vegan components
for its products.

It also reduces risks to humans and the
environment by eliminating harmful substances
from its processes.

This practice is applied throughout the entire
life cycle of its products. 

3. Promote system efficiency and reduce
negative externalities:

The Reweart project also encourages and includes its customers in circular economy strategies
through reverse logistics, to increase the life of their footwear, offering them incentives for
returning their shoes and the possibility of repairing their footwear.

What if we could include all the agents involved in our
value chain in process innovation?

Figure 8: Principle 3 of the Circular Economy

For this reason when it needs to make use of
raw materials it always chooses those of
organic origin, actively choosing not to sustain
activities that are detrimental to the health of
the environment, including animals and people.



With the use of ECO TPU, it is possible to reuse the sole, as it is a process of reuse
and not recycling, no processing of the material is required, so the carbon footprint
and water footprint decrease drastically, being able to use the product a second time
with the minimum environmental cost linked mainly to transportation.
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Reweart analyzes its circularity to ensure that the production of its footwear has the lowest
possible environmental impact, guarantees the safety of its workers and society, does not make
intensive use of resources and promotes the reuse of its materials once the product's useful life is
over. To continue improving in the search for more efficient alternatives in the use of natural
resources, sustainable and responsible, Reweart measures the carbon and water footprint of its
shoes and makes comparisons of the improvements that are being developed in the eco-design,
also with this information promotes transparency of its actions and value chain to the end
customer.

Thanks to its recycling and manufacturing processes, it avoids a large number of industrial
processes that cause the emission of toxic substances into the atmosphere, soil and water, and
even reduces noise pollution, which is closely related to levels of well-being and health.

Through its circularity agreements with suppliers, it allows the creative reuse of the by-products of
its production, promoting waste reduction.

What if environmental impact reduction systems are
included in the company's values? 

In order to measure the environmental
performance of an organization, it is useful to
use analyses such as the Carbon Footprint (CF)
and/or Water Footprint (WF).

The Carbon Footprint quantifies the
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) that are
released into the atmosphere throughout the
life cycle of a product [10]. In the case of
Reweart, the life cycle is analyzed taking into
account the flow of materials for the same
model of shoes but with different eco-designs.

1.3.1 CARBON AND WATER
FOOTPRINT

1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS

Reweart analyzes the carbon footprint of its
production process, and is in a constant
process of updating to reduce its carbon
footprint throughout the entire life cycle.
Seeking to have more accurate comparisons,
Reweart has proceeded to perform the Life
Cycle Analysis of the SIDDHARTHA model,
based on an eco-designed model to be easily
separable but that uses raw materials in its
composition. It is concluded that this
particular model has a carbon footprint
equivalent to 6.25 kg of CO2-eq. 

[10] Disponible en: https://life-reweart.eu/vesica-piscis-creates-the-first-vegan-sandals-made-from-20-recycled-corks-from-bottle-tops/
Consultado: 10 enero 2022

https://life-reweart.eu/vesica-piscis-creates-the-first-vegan-sandals-made-from-20-recycled-corks-from-bottle-tops/
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This means that the savings in each case are equivalent to the emissions of an average passenger
car during a journey of 27.8 miles (45 km) and 22.1 miles (36 km), respectively [12]. Reference CO2
data 13 kg CO2-eq[13] for Sneaker footwear type.

Two alternative scenarios of the same model have also been evaluated, where on the one hand, the
version of SIDDHARTHA: Infinite Sole reused, in which the sole is used again in the manufacturing
process and whose equivalent carbon footprint is 2.23 Kg CO2-eq. On the other hand, the recycled
Infinite Sole version, whose sole contains 35% recycled material, in the latter case the equivalent
carbon footprint is 4.51 kg CO2-eq [11].  

Figure 9 shows the results obtained in the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) for the three scenarios of
the SIDDHARTHA model together with its packaging. The graph shows the environmental impacts
produced in each case, throughout each of the phases of the life cycle of the pair of shoes.

[11]  Análisis de Ciclo de Vida de Producto SIDDHARTHA de Vesica Piscis Footwear, 15 de noviembre de 2021. INESCOP. Nº Informe: C-21114185.
LIFE17 ENV/ES/000290

[12] Según datos obtenidos de la página web de la EPA. Calculadora de GEI. Disponible en: https://espanol.epa.gov/la-energia-y-el-
medioambiente/calculador-de-equivalencias-de-gases-de-efecto-invernadero Consultado: 7 marzo 2022.

Conversión millas a km. https://www.metric-conversions.org/es/longitud/millas-a-kilometros.htm Consultado: 7 marzo 2022.

[13] Muñoz Milán A.B. et. al. Inescop 2020. “CONAMA 2020 Congreso Nacional del Medio Ambiente. Ecodiseño y huella ambiental del calzado. Mejora
del desempeño ambiental del calzado mediante Análisis de Ciclo de Vida” p 8. Disponible en:
http://www.conama11.vsf.es/conama10/download/files/conama2020/CT%202020/5244.pdf Consultado 7 marzo 2022.

Figure 10: three LCA scenarios adapted from the Inescop LCA

Carbon Footprint Water Footprint
 Reweart sneaker vs.  convencional sneaker 

13 kg4 kg 80000
Figure 9. Comparison of sneaker models. Data from the Life Cycle Analysis conducted by Inescop.

http://www.conama11.vsf.es/conama10/download/files/conama2020/CT%202020/5244.pdf
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In addition to the measures implemented throughout the production process, a plan for the
installation of solar panels on the roofs of the workshop has been implemented within the Reweart
project facilities.

However, the reduction in emissions or resource consumption (water or energy) is not only an
objective aimed at the product or service in question, Reweart also considers it in its facilities and
throughout all activities related to its production process.

Figure 11: Comparison of Carbon Footprint in cradle-to-cradle scenarios.

Figure 12: Key modifications for sustainability within the Reweart production process



1.3.2 CERTIFICATIONS AND LABELS THAT GUARANTEE REWEART'S
SUSTAINABILITY:

REWEART
SUSTAINABILITY 1
1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS

The materials supplied by suppliers to Reweart have Type I certifications or ecolabels, some of
them with very demanding quality standards, which guarantee characteristics such as the origin or
composition of the products. Likewise, Reweart also makes available to the consumer some brand
seals, as an exercise of transparency.

Type I ecolabels are voluntary environmental qualification systems that officially identify and
certify that certain products or services have a lower impact on the environment throughout their
life cycle [14].

The woven materials, including bamboo, that Reweart works with are GOT, GRS and FSC certified:
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[14]  ISO 14024 sobre Etiquetas y declaraciones ambientales, (24 junio, 2019). https://www.nueva-iso-14001.com/2019/06/ecoetiquetas-
declaraciones-ambientales-iso-14021/ Consultado 29 noviembre 2021

[15] GOTS 
https://global-standard.org/images/resource-library/documents/standard-and-manual/GOTS-Version_5.0_Espagnol.pdf Consultado 23
noviembre 2021

[16] GRS Estándar Global de Reciclaje
https://certifications.controlunion.com/es/certification-programs/certification-programs/grs-estandar-global-de-reciclaje Consultado 24
noviembre 2021

GOTS label (Global Organic Textile Standard) that aims to ensure the organic
condition of textile products, from the procurement of raw materials, through
environmentally and socially responsible production, to the correct labeling [15].

GRS (Global Recycling Standard) certified. Both
recycled cotton, recycled polyester and recycled
EVA have this certificate.

It is an international product standard, which sets
requirements for minimum 50% recycled content,
chain of custody, social and environmental
practices, and chemical restrictions[16].



Regarding the packaging, Reweart uses the DER BLAUER ENGEL label, the first
and oldest environmental certificate for non-food products, which is a German
certification for products and services that do not pollute or harm the
environment [18].

Reweart has registered its Carbon Footprint level 2 for 2019 with the Ministry for
Ecological Transition and Demographic Challenge. Obtaining 0% CO2 emissions and
declaring itself as a carbon neutral company.

It provides the fiscal footprint label (HF), which
is a way for companies to show transparency to
consumers.

The seal includes scope 1 (greenhouse gas emissions that
come from sources owned or controlled by the company)
since Reweart does not use any type of fuel in its facilities
and does not have a fleet of vehicles. And scope 2 (indirect
emissions generated by the electricity production plants as
a result of the company's own consumption)[19], which is
possible thanks to the contracting of a renewable energy
company, not having machinery that requires fuel and
manufacturing on demand, as well as using low
consumption LEDs, and making better use of natural light.

On all products you can find the circular product logo, which
informs that the product is manufactured and designed under
the standards of the circular economy: Reweart is responsible
for the handling and processing of the by-products of
production. It also takes care of the return and management of
the footwear at the end of its useful life, in both cases the
efforts are directed to recover the materials and reuse them as
secondary raw material. CIRCULAR ECONOMY DESIGN
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https://certifications.controlunion.com/es/certification-programs/certification-programs/grs-estandar-global-de-reciclaje Consultado 24
noviembre 2021

[17] FSC España. Disponible en: https://es.fsc.org/es-es/acerca-de-fsc Consultado 24 noviembre 2021

[18]  Certificación Blaue Engel. Disponible en: http://www.vitplastic.es/2020/04/29/angel-azul/

[19] Registro huella de carbono, compensación y proyectos de absorción de CO2 del ministerio para la transición ecológica y el reto demográfico
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n00lvznOMaSRcBXeeaDXU6bKeXHzieUe/view Consultado 24 noviembre 2021

FSC "Forest Stewardship Council" certification seeks to promote economically
viable, socially beneficial and environmentally appropriate forest management [17].
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[20] https://www.ekoenergy.org/es/vesica-piscis-100-sustainable-vegan-shoes-made-in-spain/ Consultado 24 noviembre 2021
https://www.ekoenergy.org/es/our-results/climate-fund/ Consultado: 30 diciembre 2021

[21]  Etiqueta site eco friendly GREEN HOSTING
https://www.profesionalhosting.com/empresa/hosting-verde.html Consultado 24 noviembre 2021

The EKOenergy label is an internationally recognized quality
ecolabel for renewable electricity, gas and air conditioning. By
using this logo, individuals and companies demonstrate their
commitment to renewable energy[20].Reweart in addition to
ensuring sustainable renewables consumption, through this
initiative they collaborate with the Climate Fund where a
percentage of the bill (0.0214 cents/kWh) goes to finance
renewable energy projects to combat energy poverty.

For all its online activity, it has an eco-friendly GREEN
HOSTING site label that "certifies that the brand hosts its
website on a hosting that uses clean energy to operate"[21]. 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY DESIGN



REWEART
SUSTAINABILITY 1
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[22]  Asamblea General de la ONU. 25 de septiembre de 2015. La Asamblea General adopta la Agenda 2030 para el Desarrollo Sostenible. Objetivos de
Desarrollo Sostenible (ODS). Ministerio para la transición ecológica y reto demográfico. Estrategia Española de Economía Circular y Planes de
Acción. Disponible en: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/es/2015/09/la-asamblea-general-adopta-la-agenda-2030-para-el-
desarrollo-sostenible/ Consultado: 12 noviembre 2021

The UN General Assembly has adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, "a plan of
action for people, planet and prosperity, peace and partnership. It is composed of 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and 169 targets covering economic, social and environmental spheres"
[22].

In this sense, Reweart currently implements the three dimensions of sustainable development
proposed by the 2030 Agenda, since its inception it has been proactively fulfilling twelve-eleven of
the seventeen goals. It is a project designed for people and the planet, consciously seeks to inspire
a profound change, showing that there is another way of doing things, working to positively impact
society and minimally on the environment.

Figure 13: The Sustainable Development Goals as defined by the United Nations

The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals are driven by a series of national and
international plans, actions and strategies related to each of its objectives, in this sense in 2015 was
approved by the European Commission the first circular economy action plan "Closing the loop: an
EU action plan for the circular economy" .

1.4 Impact of LIFE Reweart on Legislative Policies

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/es/2015/09/la-asamblea-general-adopta-la-agenda-2030-para-el-desarrollo-sostenible/
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[23]  Web Oficial de la UE. Plan de Recuperación para Europa. Fondos next generation 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/recovery-plan-europe_es
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/about_the_european_commission/eu_budget/just_transition_fund_allocations_05.11_v2_0.pdf
Consultado: 9 noviembre 2021

Figure 14: Current legislative landscape 

And subsequently "A new Circular Economy Action Plan for a cleaner and more competitive
Europe" of 2020, which seeks to make Europe the first decarbonized continent by 2050. 

The actions of the circular economy plan contribute to accelerate the transition in Europe, as they
help to "close the circle" of the life cycles of products through greater recycling and reuse, and
bring benefits for both the environment and the economy, in this line at national level, the Spanish
Circular Economy Strategy has been developed.

In parallel, a series of directives have been approved to implement these plans, including the
elimination of single-use plastic, regulations on eco-design, fertilizers, among others.

To help this transition to be progressive, Europe has created a budget plan called "Next
Generation" endowed with 385,800 million euros through loans and 338,000 million euros in
investment funds. Spain will receive 452 million euros from this fund and will materialize this aid
fundamentally through 4 transversal axes; digital transformation, social and territorial cohesion
and gender equality" [23].

In this way, the Life Reweart project is aligned with the 2030 Agenda, the two circular economy
action plans of the European Union and also with the European Green Pact, specifically we will
mark the plans and objectives pursued at national level in Spain with the Spanish Circular Economy
Strategy.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/recovery-plan-europe_es
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/about_the_european_commission/eu_budget/just_transition_fund_allocations_05.11_v2_0.pdf
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[24]  Nota de prensa. Consejo de Ministros, El Gobierno aprueba la Estrategia Española de Economía Circular para reducir la generación de residuos
y mejorar la eficiencia en el uso de recursos. Disponible en: https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/prensa/ultimas-noticias/el-gobierno-aprueba-la-
estrategia-espa%C3%B

[25] Ministerio para la transición ecológica y el reto demográfico. “El Gobierno aprueba el I Plan de Acción de Economía Circular, con un
presupuesto de 1.529 millones de euros” (PAEC Plan de Acción de Economía Circular). Nota de prensa. Disponible en:
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/prensa/ultimas-noticias/el-gobierno-aprueba-el-i-plan-de-acci%C3%B3n-de-econom%C3%ADa-circular-con-
un-presupuesto-de-1.529-millones-de-euros/tcm:30-526709 Consultado: 18 diciembre 2021. 

 In this line Spain adapts the European circular
strategy and arises the Spain Circular 2030
Objective that "aims to promote a new model
of production and consumption in which
products, materials and resources are kept in
use for as long as possible, in which waste
generation is minimized and those that cannot
be avoided are managed in a more efficient
way." [...]
 
Its main objectives are to achieve a sustainable,
decarbonized, resource-efficient and
competitive Spain."[24].

The PAEC is the Circular Economy Action Plan
contemplates 116 measures that the
government will implement over the three-
year period 2021-2023 to consolidate a circular
and decarbonized economic model.

"The Circular Economy Strategy forms,
together with the draft Law on Waste and
Contaminated Soils, the keystone of the whole
circular economy package, which plays a
relevant role in the Plan for Recovery,
Transformation and Resilience (PRTR)" [25]. 

This is articulated around 8 axes of action:
production, consumption, waste management,
secondary raw materials and water reuse,
awareness and participation, research and
competitiveness, and employment and
training".

At the societal level, education is fundamental
for all legislative measures, plans, laws,
objectives and strategies to be truly effective.
And that can only happen if there is a strong
commitment from everyone. 

With its circular economy strategy Reweart
informs and raises awareness about the
importance of responsible consumption:
awareness for human development, giving
importance to social responsibility, local
employment and close suppliers in its value
chain, and environmental awareness and
sustainable development by promoting animal
welfare, the use of sustainable materials and
sustainable production.

Since its inception, Reweart is fully aligned
with the circular strategy, understanding very
well the urgency of a real change in the
production and consumption model, betting
from the beginning for the use of circular
materials.

Knowing that eco-design is the central axis for
a circular economy, it has designed its
products to close the circle of the economy
and not generate waste. 

Within its format everything has a reason, the
minimalist style, sustainable awareness in the
choice of materials and production on demand,
help to consume only what is essential.

 SPANISH CIRCULAR ECONOMY STRATEGY 

https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/prensa/ultimas-noticias/el-gobierno-aprueba-la-estrategia-espa%C3%B1ola-de-econom%C3%ADa-circular-para-reducir-la-generaci%C3%B3n-de-residuos-y-mejorar-la-eficiencia-en-el-uso-de-recu/tcm:30-509533
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/prensa/ultimas-noticias/el-gobierno-aprueba-el-i-plan-de-acci%C3%B3n-de-econom%C3%ADa-circular-con-un-presupuesto-de-1.529-millones-de-euros/tcm:30-526709
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[26]  Planelles, M. 13 mayo 2021. El Congreso aprueba la primera ley climática para erradicar los gases de efecto invernadero en 2050. Clima y medio
ambiente. El país. Disponible en: https://elpais.com/clima-y-medio-ambiente/2021-05-13/el-congreso-aprueba-la-primera-ley-climatica-
espanola-entre-criticas-por-falta-de-ambicion.html Consultado: 23 noviembre 2021

One of the means, at the national level, to achieve the decarbonization objectives is the Integrated
Energy and Climate Plan, whose objective for 2030 is to have reduced the country's global
emissions by 23% with respect to 1990 and to achieve CO2 emissions neutrality by 2050.

With regard to the origin of energy, the objective is that 42% of energy should come from
renewable sources, currently the percentage is only 20%, and to have an electricity system with at
least 74% of generation from renewable energies compared to the current 40%"[26].

Reweart develops its activity in line with these new strategies, being carbon neutral for its
production phase and achieving a 90% reduction of its electricity consumption. Its electricity bill
(Gesternova) reflects a 100% renewable energy source and throughout its life cycle thanks to its
commitment to recycling. Its efforts to offer circular and vegan products make Reweart a
competitive and pioneering brand within the new legislative framework.

In addition, the National Plan for Adaptation to Climate Change (PNACC) was created as a tool to
address the effects of climate change in Spain, 2021-2030.

Faced with these new challenges and new legislation, it would seem legitimate to assume a certain
degree of uncertainty, the key lies in the ability of companies to adapt to new situations and to be
able to make significant changes relatively quickly, these new times call for the resilience of
companies.

This project is aligned with the interests of Reweart, which applies the objectives of sustainable
development transversally throughout its value chain.

INTEGRATED ENERGY AND CLIMATE PLAN

Figure 15: Current legislative landscape 

https://elpais.com/autor/manuel-planelles/
https://elpais.com/clima-y-medio-ambiente/2021-05-13/el-congreso-aprueba-la-primera-ley-climatica-espanola-entre-criticas-por-falta-de-ambicion.html
https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2021-5106


LAW ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND ECOLOGICAL TRANSITION OF THE
VALENCIAN COMMUNITY

"At the regional level, the draft bill on climate change and ecological transition of the Valencian
Community is in the draft stage, green taxation is implemented with charges for certain practices
with high greenhouse gas emissions. It is defined as a priority objective to guarantee living
conditions and progress in the Valencian Community, a territory that will be the epicenter of
climate change...[...]. 

The fight against global warming revolves around four axes: Energy, Urbanism and Territory,
Mobility and Green Taxation. And of course it seeks the implementation of economic activities, the
creation of green jobs and the promotion of environmental education"[27]. 

Also at the regional level, the Valencian Community has developed the Valencian Climate Change
and Energy Strategy 2030. A key element to achieve the minimization of Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions and increase the resilience of our territory to the effects of climate change.

In order to meet these objectives, the Valencian Community will have a total of 45.569 million euros
from the Support Plan for the Implementation of the Spanish Circular Economy Strategy and waste
regulations. And 13.96 million euros from the Sanitation and Purification Plan included in the
Recovery, Transformation and Resilience Plan, a figure which added to the previous one will total
60 million [28].
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[27] Bono, F. 06 agosto 2021 . La ley valenciana de cambio climático gravará a las grandes superficies por el número de coches que accedan a ellas. El
País. Disponible en:
https://elpais.com/espana/comunidad-valenciana/2021-08-06/la-ley-valenciana-de-cambio-climatico-gravara-a-las-grandes-superficies-por-
el-numero-de-coches-que-accedan.html Consultado: 23 noviembre 2021

[28] Retema, Revista Técnica de Medio Ambiente. 14 enero 2021. La Comunidad Valenciana recibirá millones para proyectos de residuos y economía
circular. Disponible en:
https://www.retema.es/noticia/la-comunidad-valenciana-recibira-45-millones-para-proyectos-de-residuos-y-economia-ci-jG4vJ Consultado: 12
noviembre 2021

https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2021-5106
https://elpais.com/hemeroteca/2021-08-06/
https://elpais.com/espana/comunidad-valenciana/2021-08-06/la-ley-valenciana-de-cambio-climatico-gravara-a-las-grandes-superficies-por-el-numero-de-coches-que-accedan.html
https://www.retema.es/noticia/la-comunidad-valenciana-recibira-45-millones-para-proyectos-de-residuos-y-economia-ci-jG4vJ
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[29] Congreso de los Diputados, Nota de prensa. Disponible en: https://www.congreso.es/notas-de-prensa?
p_p_id=notasprensa&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_state=normal&p_p_mode=view&_notasprensa_mvcPath=detalle&_notasprensa_notaId=41233
Consultado: 29 diciembre 2021.

The draft law, approved in the Congress of
Deputies on December 23, 2021, revises the
current 2011 legislation to comply with the new
waste objectives established in the European
Union directives, and updates certain aspects
of this law such as the delimitation of the
responsibility of the waste producer, the
application of the concepts of by-product and
end of waste status, the updating of the
penalty regime and the reinforcement of
separate collection [1].

"The text includes for the first time in Spanish
legislation limitations on single-use plastics: it
establishes restrictions for certain products, a
tax to prevent the generation of their waste
and consumer information obligations".

By using recycled materials, it eliminates the
energetic and environmental efforts derived
from the extraction and processing of raw
materials. It is also committed to organic
products, eliminating the use of agrochemicals.
Through its website, Reweart promotes the
return of its products making possible the re-
confection and maintains an active and
transparent communication with the consumer
showing all the labels and certifications it has.

The Reweart project plays an important role in
raising public awareness, with its policy of
transparency, aims to promote a culture of
dialogue with consumers, where they can
understand the true environmental and social
cost of their purchasing decisions. 
 
These strategies, plans and laws are
coordinated with each other and based on the
fulfillment of the Sustainable Development
Goals proposed in the United Nations 2030
Agenda and the European Circular 2030
Strategy to facilitate the economic,
environmental and social transition as much as
possible. 
 
The creation of the new legislation seeks to
direct business initiatives towards a
sustainable model, more in line with circular
practices such as those that Reweart has been
applying since its inception.

SPANISH LAW 7/2022, OF APRIL 8, ON WASTE AND CONTAMINATED
SOILS FOR A CIRCULAR ECONOMY.

The way in which Reweart is aligned with this
law is based on the premises of circularity. Its
activity is based on recycling and reduction,
betting on minimalism, it does not use plastics
of any kind, asking the suppliers with which it
collaborates to eliminate them from the
materials delivered and from any activity
related to Reweart. Its recyclable products are
designed to minimize waste. 

https://www.congreso.es/notas-de-prensa?p_p_id=notasprensa&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_state=normal&p_p_mode=view&_notasprensa_mvcPath=detalle&_notasprensa_notaId=41233
https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2021-5106
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[2] SgT Group, 29 Abril 2021. “Every step counts: four key challenges facing footwear today” Blog. Disponible en: https://www.sgtgroup.net/textile-
quality-management-blog/every-step-counts-four-key-challenges-facing-footwear-today Consultado: 10 enero 2022

[3] Informe Sectorial de la economía Española CESCE. 2019. P 274. Disponible en:
https://issuu.com/cesce.es/docs/informe_sectorial_cesce_2019.  consultado 7 de febrero. 

[4] Berg, A. Granskog, A. Lee, L. Magnus, K-H. 26 Agosto 2020. “Fashion on climate” Report. Disponible en:
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/fashion-on-climate Consultado: 11 enero 2022
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GLOBAL PROBLEM
VS. REWEART
SOLUTION
"Due to the processes of opening to international trade initiated in the nineties, a scenario of
increasingly competitive activity among companies was configured. [...] This globalization
process has affected the traditional sectors of the province of Alicante, which has been
strongly threatened by the growing competition from developing countries, mainly from
Southeast Asia, capable of offering very cheap products in the lower quality segments"[1].

In 2019, a staggering 24.3 billion pairs of shoes were produced, of which almost 90% were
manufactured in Asia [2], although most brands are Western, the majority of production is
centered in the East [3].
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Research from McKinsey [4] shows that the sector was responsible for about 2.1 billion metric
tons of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in 2018, about 4% of the global total. To put this in
context, the fashion industry emits roughly the same amount of GHGs per year as the entire
economies of France, Germany and the United Kingdom combined. For its part, the United
Nations Alliance [5] highlights that the fashion industry is responsible for between 2 - 8% of
global GHG emissions, with the textile industry also being the largest contributor to the input
of plastics into the oceans (figure 16). 

2

This competitive advantage is based on a precarious socio-labor structure, which ultimately
affects the local economy, deteriorates the quality of life and seriously compromises the health
of the environment. These characteristics translate into unsustainable practices.

AT WHAT COST?

https://www.sgtgroup.net/textile-quality-management-blog/every-step-counts-four-key-challenges-facing-footwear-today
https://issuu.com/cesce.es/docs/informe_sectorial_cesce_2019
https://unece.org/forestry/press/un-alliance-aims-put-fashion-path-sustainability
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[6] QUANTIS report. 2018. TRADUCCIÓN “Environmental impact of the global apparel and footwear industries 2018 study”. Disponible en:
https://quantis-intl.com/report/measuring-fashion-report/ Consultado: 10 enero 2022

Figure 16: Analysis of global greenhouse gas emissions of the textile and footwear industry [6].

https://quantis-intl.com/report/measuring-fashion-report/


[7] Noticias del parlamento europeo. 29 diciembre 2020. “El impacto de la producción textil y de los residuos en el medio ambiente (infografía)”Ref.:
20201208STO93327

[8] SgTGroup. 29 Abril 2021. “Every Step Counts: Four Key Challenges Facing Footwear Today” Disponible en: https://www.sgtgroup.net/textile-
quality-management-blog/every-step-counts-four-key-challenges-facing-footwear-today Consultado: 10 enero 2022

[9]Quantis. ClimateWorks Foundation. 2018. TRADUCCIÓN “Measuring fashion. Insights from the Environmental Impact of the Global Apparel and
Footwear Industries Study”. Infografía p.5
https://www.comunicarseweb.com/sites/default/files/measuringfashion_globalimpactstudy_quantis-climateworks_2018.pdf Consultado: 15
enero 2022

In this regard, the textile industry is
considered one of the most polluting
industries in the world, and is estimated to
be responsible for 20% of the total water
pollution and 35% of the microplastics
released into the environment each year [7]. 

Footwear in turn, has a large environmental
impact; in 2019, 25 billion pairs of shoes [8]
were produced worldwide and of which
approximately 73% of them ended up in
landfill. 
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Imagen 17: Infografía extraída del informe de QUANTIS "Measuring Fashion: Insights from the
Environmental Impact of the Global Apparel and Footwear Industries"[9].

They take approximately 30 to 40 years to
decompose, with the resulting contamination
of water and the environment.

More than 60% of this impact is attributed to
the extraction of raw materials and their
production processes and will depend on the
materials chosen (figure 17).

https://www.sgtgroup.net/textile-quality-management-blog/every-step-counts-four-key-challenges-facing-footwear-today
https://www.comunicarseweb.com/sites/default/files/measuringfashion_globalimpactstudy_quantis-climateworks_2018.pdf


This mass production of shoes is associated with high CO2 emissions, for example, the production
of a pair of sneakers is carbon intensive, accounting for 1.4% of global greenhouse gas emissions,
which is quite significant considering that air transport is responsible for 2.5% of all emissions
[10]. 

The current throwaway production model has been driving the economy while resources were
perceived to be abundant, accessible, and ecosystems seemed to be unlimited sinks. The fashion
industry in general continues to be affected by several facts that hinder the industrial transition
to more sustainable models:
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-Low production prices, perpetuating terrible labor, environmental and health conditions.

Consumerism is encouraged with low prices for non-recyclable and low-quality products.

-Lack of transparency; information on the origin of materials and waste management is
confusing. Difficult traceability of materials.

Resources are becoming scarcer and more costly, environmental health has reached its limits, and
consumers are becoming increasingly aware, demanding transparency and more sustainable
practices.

Faced with the new scenario, Reweart is rewriting the foundations for a long-term sustainable
production model that is largely independent of the exploitation of natural resources. This
includes ethical sourcing of materials, production in fair working environments, avoiding the use
of harmful substances and, where possible, water. These alternative methods help to reduce the
carbon and water footprint of shoes and cause less impact on the environment.

To this end, it implements circular economy strategies and criteria and proposes solutions to
today's global problems and how this is done? (figure 18): 

- It adapts to new situations, modifies designs and processes to comply with ethical protocols of
respect for the environment as a whole and to anticipate legal requirements.

- Develops business resilience and adaptability are decisive factors for its production.

- Promotes fair prices all year round, which translates into fair trade and quality of life for
workers.

- Promotes responsible consumption and empowers the customer as a driver of change.

[10] Quantis report. 2018. “Measuring Fashion: Environmental Impact of the Global Apparel and Footwear Industries Study” Disponible en:
https://quantis-intl.com/report/measuring-fashion-report/ Consultado: 10 enero 2022

https://quantis-intl.com/report/measuring-fashion-report/


- It uses energy from renewable sources and acts in the complete life cycle (cradle to cradle) of
its products, thus ensuring the non-transfer of environmental impacts from one phase to
another.
- Through eco-design, it seeks to create 100% recyclable products with one goal: zero waste. 
- It understands that waste is a resource and treats it as a secondary raw material, actively
choosing recycling and upcycling and decoupling its production from the extraction of natural
resources.
- Promotes local employment and production and social welfare by choosing local suppliers.
- Promotes an animal-friendly economy by collaborating with NGOs and animal protection
associations.
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Figure 18 Reweart's solutions to global problems 
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While this is a great start, Reweart is leading the way in making not only some of shoes
sustainable, but the entire project, and we can evaluate this by doing a value chain analysis. 
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Raw Material

Production

Packaging

Use

Return

Transport

Fair trade

Idea

Recycling

 Local Free of toxic substances
No plastics or paper

Fair working conditions

Local suppliers Efficiency
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Recycled

Reused
(infinite sole)

We understand as value chain the set of activities that are necessary to create a product or
service throughout the life cycle and that add value to the project. Each of these activities has
an effect on the three dimensions of sustainability: economic, environmental and social.
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Therefore, to understand the scope of Reweart's social and environmental commitment, it is
necessary to analyze its entire value chain (Figure 19).

This cycle refers to all the stages through which a product passes from the time the raw
materials necessary for its manufacture are extracted from the environment (or recycled where
appropriate) until the product is managed after being discarded by the consumer.

2.1 SUSTAINABILITY ACTIONS IN THE VALUE CHAIN

Figure 19: Life cycle of Reweart's products
 

Value chain along the Reweart life cycle

Figure 20: Value chain along the Reweart lifecycle



The circularity of products begins with design, which must take into account each link in the chain so that it
contributes to improving the value of the product it offers in some way. In the case of the circular economy,
the value must be oriented to improve the planet's natural capital, in favor of:
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[11] INESCOP. Centro Tecnológico del Calzado. 21 diciembre 2020. Disponible en: https://www.inescop.es/es/actualidad/noticias/484-el-
ecodiseno-la-herramienta-mas-eficaz-para-hacer-del-calzado-una-industria-sostenible. Consultado: 17 diciembre 2021

 ECODESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 

-Design products that are 100% recyclable, reusable, compostable, etc.
-Use materials that allow circularity.
-Establish synergies and industrial symbiosis that expand and improve opportunities in the
search for resource optimization. 
-Reducing the amount of raw materials used.
-Ensure animal welfare, social and local economy. 

Eco-design constitutes "an effective and necessary strategy to make the footwear industry more sustainable,
it allows the incorporation of environmental criteria from the idea and manufacture to its end of life, thus
reducing the environmental impact of footwear" [11].

ECODESIGN

RECYCLED

RETURN MANUFACTURE

USE

WASTE RAW
MATERIAL

RE-CONDITIONING

MATERIAL
PRODUCTION

REWEART MATERIALS CYCLE

Figure 21: Reweart materials lifecycle

How are Reweart products made? 

https://www.inescop.es/es/actualidad/noticias/484-el-ecodiseno-la-herramienta-mas-eficaz-para-hacer-del-calzado-una-industria-sostenible


Ecodesign constitutes "an effective and necessary strategy to make the footwear industry more sustainable, it
allows the incorporation of environmental criteria from the idea and manufacture to its end of life, thus
reducing the environmental impact of footwear" [12].

When comparing Reweart's manufacturing with that of the conventional industry we will see that it is very
similar, however, each material and component has been strategically replaced to achieve a more sustainable
footwear. 

One of the most unique milestones of the Reweart project is the joining of the sole and upper, where harmful
chemicals such as those used in the preparation of the sole and the adhesive have been eliminated. By joining
the two parts only by stitching, easy disassembly for later reuse is favored. Adhesives are only used for gluing
the fabric together, and this is carried out with thermoplastic PU film (27 g/m2), which is harmless to health
and also facilitates subsequent recycling, and in some cases natural water-based latex is also used.

In addition, the assembly is carried out manually, significantly reducing energy consumption. For the cutting,
trimming and stitching of the sole, market machines are used, which together with the oven that shapes the
shoe, are the only machines we use.

The sole and the cut are two key elements that allow us to create a completely recyclable product, thanks to
the mono-material configuration and its manufacture without adhesives, guaranteeing the separation of both
parts so that they can be recycled.
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[12] INESCOP. Centro Tecnológico del Calzado. 21 diciembre 2020. Disponible en: https://www.inescop.es/es/actualidad/noticias/484-el-
ecodiseno-la-herramienta-mas-eficaz-para-hacer-del-calzado-una-industria-sostenible. Consultado: 17 diciembre 2021

The textile cut can be recycled to obtain new materials and the soles can be in the case of the
"Sidhartha" model of ECOTPU can be reused or recycled in new injected soles, this separation of
the components allows that the type of material is not mixed and can be recovered after use. 

Figure 22: Footwear recyclability 

https://www.inescop.es/es/actualidad/noticias/484-el-ecodiseno-la-herramienta-mas-eficaz-para-hacer-del-calzado-una-industria-sostenible
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[13] Imagen 2: muestra la reciclabilidad del producto mediante la fácil separación de los materiales. Obtenida del análisis de Ciclo de Vida de Vesica
Piscis Footwear SL. 15 de noviembre de 2021. Nº Informe: C-21114185. Ilustración 7: Sistema de Economía Circular desarrollado por Vesica Piscis. 

To create recyclable products[13] and not invest
so much energy in their recovery, the materials
must be easily separable, nor contain multi-
material elements or a mixture of materials that
make their reuse difficult. 

Reweart achieves this by using a single material
in the sole and replacing the adhesives used in
the conventional footwear industry with
stitching, in the fabrics and in the different
components of the footwear. At the same time,
it demonstrates that it is possible to obtain a
timeless, quality product with the highest
standards of sustainability and quality. Without
compromising on style.

For example, once returned, each of the shoe
components is valorized, the textiles are
recycled and the sole, depending on its
condition, can be on the one hand reused in
"infinite sole-reused" production and on the
other hand recycled when the sole does not
meet the requirements to be reused to "infinite
sole-reinjected" 

How do you select the materials you use?

 SUPPLY OF RAW AND SECONDARY MATERIALS  

by reprocessing it to obtain a raw material
that is incorporated into the new formulation
as a recycled raw material.

After the ideation and design of the product,
comes the search for raw or secondary
materials (depending on their origin), for
Reweart the priority is to use recycled
materials, organic and free of chemicals
that can affect the health of workers during
handling, and that are often very polluting
during processing, use and management as
waste.

The commitment to vegan materials, that is,
materials that do not contain animal origin
materials and therefore are free of animal
suffering, ensures that their products are
ethical and also significantly reduces carbon
and water footprints, avoids pollution and
loss of ecosystems caused by livestock
farming, especially intensive livestock
farming.

Figure 23: Reweart material characteristics

The materials used by Reweart are consciously selected, that is, when choosing a material,
Reweart takes into account the impact of its footprint on human health and the environment.
All raw materials are vegan and recycled for the most part, and where virgin materials are used,
they are sourced from organically grown crops. 

ORGANIC VEGAN RECYCLABLE



Toxic
substances

 Production of
raw materials 
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Reweart has implemented a circular economy system to evaluate the impact generated by the materials
that make up the shoe, through the life cycle of your sneaker in order to choose the materials with less
environmental impact.

If we analyze the materials that normally make up a sneaker, we see that some of the materials that
according to National Geographics [14] in its video "your sneakers are a part of the plastic problem" are
currently part of the sneakers are:

When a material is recycled it is given a new life, so it does not become waste and the extraction of
new raw materials for the manufacture of new products is avoided.

Figure 24: Material characteristics of Reweart

Land
for cultivation

As we can see,
there are many
impacts
associated with
the production of
raw materials; by
recycling we
eliminate them.

Pesticides
Fertilizers

Resource
extraction

Waste

RECYCLED raw
materials

Zero waste

-Expanded thermoplastic
polyurethane (ETPU)
-Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
-Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
-Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT)
-Ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA)
-Polystyrene
-Polyester
-Nylon
-Vinyl

[14] National Geographics. 22 Octubre 2019. “Your Sneakers are Part of the Plastic Problem” Disponible en: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=TIgeM2JFIWo Consultado: 21 enero 2022

By using recycled and organic materials 
organic materials avoids the use of:

✔ Land area used for cultivation

✔ Pesticides, Insecticides and fertilizers for crop production 

✔ Water used in cultivation

✔Emissions associated with the industrial processes of 
transformation of raw materials into materials.

✔ Emissions associated with the extraction of raw materials 

It has replaced many of them in favor of sustainability, but without neglecting the aesthetics sought by
the consumer. Aware that there is still much to be done, it continues to research new ways of
incorporating materials that are less aggressive towards ecosystems and resource consumption, as well
as offering new ways of reusing and recycling its own products.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIgeM2JFIWo
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The materials used in the Siddhartha model are as follows:

As can be seen in image 25 containing the materials used in the Sidhartha footwear model, one of
the most important raw materials for Reweart is recycled cotton, which comes mostly from
leftovers from the clothing manufacturing process, used in textile materials and spinning.

Reweart always prioritizes the use of recycled cotton over organic cotton of new production, only
in the case of not being able to count on recycled cotton, it must be organic. 

For a raw material to be considered organic, it must meet two requirements:

a) Not to come from transgenic seeds.
b) No industrial fertilizers or pesticides must be used in the cultivation.
 

Figure 25: Materials used in the Siddhartha footwear model extracted from the
Life Cycle Analysis.
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The importance of selecting organic raw materials lies not only in caring for the environment, but
also in protecting the health of workers who handle cotton crops exposed to pesticides and
insecticides, and their families. To get an idea of the problems posed by pesticides, it should be
noted that the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) considers 7 of the 15 most commonly
used insecticides in Indian cotton cultivation as "possible", "probable" or "known" carcinogens[16].

In 2010, the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants listed 14 of the 21 most
hazardous persistent organic pollutants (POPs) as pesticides, biocides or insecticides [17].

[15] Tabla comparativa de consumos de algodón según cultivos, disponible en: https://ecoinventos.com/vesica-piscis-footwear/

[16] Carrera i Gallisà, E. “Los retos sostenibilistas del sector textil” Sección de ingeniería textil del departamento de ciencia de los materiales e
ingeniería metalúrgica. Universidad Politècnica de Catalunya.

[17] Ministerio de agricultura, alimentación y medio ambiente. 2012 “Introducción al conocimiento y prevención de los Contaminantes Orgánicos
Persistentes” pag 19. ISBN 978-84-491-1238-6 
Programa de Naciones Unidas para el Medio Ambiente. Agosto 2010. “Eliminando los COP del mundo: Guía del Convenio de Estocolmo sobre
Contaminantes Orgánicos Persistentes” Sitio web: www.pops.intDocumento disponible en:
http://chm.pops.int/Portals/0/sc10/files/c/ridding_the_world_of_pops_s.pdfConsultado: 4 enero 2022

This table shows the comparison [15] of the environmental cost of the production of recycled cotton
versus virgin cotton, where the significant savings of recycling versus the production of new raw
materials can be seen.

Figure 26: Environmental cost of using virgin vs. recycled cotton

http://www.pops.int/
http://chm.pops.int/Portals/0/sc10/files/c/ridding_the_world_of_pops_s.pdf
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Recycled polyester is another material widely
used by Reweart. It is mainly composed of PET
plastic from the classic non-reusable bottle,
but also includes fishing nets and X-ray plates
among others21. Transforming non-
biodegradable waste into materials that give
life to new products. 

Recycled yarn is another example of the
possibilities offered by recycling, the
production process of this yarn involves a low
energy cost and a great benefit for the
environment.
This process transforms a PET plastic bottle
into approximately 1000m of Mara 100 rPET
microfilament yarn[1].

Reweart is currently investigating possibilities
for recycling textile waste to solve the
problems that continue to limit the production
of 100% recycled yarns to contain 0% virgin
blends.

On the other hand, cork, mainly from wine
bottles, is already recycled at Reweart and is
used to manufacture the insole of some of its
sandals.

For the sole, Reweart has opted for
thermoplastic ECOTPU, a material that comes
from a mixture of petroleum and a biobased
manufactured by injection technique. Latex
(natural rubber) from "Hevea Brasiliensis" was a
priori the most sustainable option, but it is
associated with severe impacts such as
deforestation in producing countries and
shows some susceptibility to the potential
effects of climate change. 

After an internal evaluation (see figure 27) of
Reweart in which different materials were
analyzed under different criteria, it was
determined that ECOTPU was a better option.

[18] Disponible en: https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/content/18-MATERIALES Consultado: 2 febrero 20222

https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/content/18-MATERIALES


Firstly, it has better values for physical and mechanical properties such as abrasion, tear and slip
resistance, and offers high performance for the design of a shoe sole. ECOTPU has relatively low
values in terms of energy consumption during production and environmental impact, as well as a
high acceptance of recycled material blends according to information contained in the LCA.
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Figure 27: Results obtained by Reweart in the comparison of different materials for sole
manufacturing.



In the case of reused soles, the impact (measured in CO2 eq emissions) due to the nature of the
material, from its second life onwards would be zero and would only have environmental impacts
associated with the reverse logistics transport, from the customer to the company's facilities. 

In the case of recycled soles, sustainability increases with the amount of recycled material
incorporated [19]. If we look at the graph three scenarios are analyzed; TPU, ECOTPU and recycled
ECOTPU, we can observe that the carbon footprint of recycled ECOTPU decreases as the amount of
recycled material increases and continues to decrease as the amount of recycled material in the
composition of the sole increases until reaching practically 0 Kg CO2 eq with 100% recycled
material.
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[19] Análisis de Ciclo de Vida de Producto SIDDHARTHA de Vesica Piscis Footwear, 15 noviembre 2021. INESCOP. P 26. Nº Informe: C-21114185

Although these values could be subject to some subjectivity, the objective of Reweart is to combine
those characteristics that make a material the perfect candidate for reuse.

These assumptions are taken into account in the Life Cycle Analysis of the Siddhartha model and
according to the results shown in the following image;

Figure 28: Effect of the nature of the sole on CO2 eq emissions. Source: Inescop LCA 

Carbon footprint CO2 eq
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[20] Registro de huella de carbono, compensación y proyectos de absorción de CO2 del Ministerio para la Transición Ecológica y el Reto
Demográfico. 

The production method is based on
manufacturing, free of industrial processes,
which saves up to 90% of energy consumption,
Reweart also takes into account the use of
natural light in its facilities. It works on
demand avoiding unnecessary consumption of
materials and overproduction. It has a 0 carbon
balance certification in its 2019 production
phase, and bases its production activity on the
exclusive use of renewable energies [20].

Reweart thus provides a sustainable
production approach, where the circular
approach of recycle, produce and return
prevails, since it manages its production
leftovers and its products beyond the
production phase. Thanks to the optimization
and reduction in production, Reweart does not
generate waste, but does not obtain any
savings since currently, waste management
taxes do not provide incentives for those
circular production practices that are able to
manage their own waste.

 BREAKDOWN OF THE MATERIALS OF THE SIDDHARTHA MODEL:

• SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION 
For Reweart's activity, stakeholders are
fundamental, so it decides to maintain a policy
of transparency with its suppliers, consumers
and employees.

Through the selection of local suppliers it
takes care of the 3 basic aspects for a local
consumption in the following way: 

-Whenever possible it works with local
suppliers, most of them are located within a
radius of approximately 30 km. 

-Collaborates with local employment and
contributes to the reduction of the carbon
footprint in transportation. 

By imposing certain sustainability standards
for internal use in the choice of circular and
non-toxic materials, it guarantees its
commitment to the environment and people.

Outer shell composed of 50% recycled cotton and 50% recycled polyester

Lining composed of 50% recycled cotton and 50% recycled polyester.

Recycled fiber blend + 50% recycled cotton and 50% recycled polyester insole

Recycled TPU heel cushion lined with recycled cork

ECOTPU sole
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Reweart savings in the production phase:

- Production process with sewing machines only.

Total energy saved
90%

Total energy saved
10%

- By collecting and recycling the sole, to obtain new soles incorporating 35%
recycled material, 28% of GHG emissions are saved compared to the same
original "conventional" version of Reweart.

GHG emissions
72%

GHG reduction
28%

As previously mentioned, transport accounts for a large percentage of an organisation's material
consumption and HC, here are some quantifiable savings that Reweart is already achieving in the
transport phase of its products.

- 0% PVC inks and Phthalates from petroleum.

- Reduces its cubic capacity in transport to distribution by 66%.

- Space saved in transport by bringing the boxes in unassembled sheets from the
suppliers to the Reweart workshop.

Water-based ink
100%

Cubic capacity savings
86%

Space consumed in transport 14
14%

Carton saved in the box
50%

Carton saved in the box
50%
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Figure 29: Materials of the pair box extracted from the LCA.

PACKAGING

In terms of packaging, Reweart prefers to maintain a minimalist policy where it considers before
using any material, what is the real function it fulfils and what difference would it make if it were
not used.

In this way it dispenses with plastics and by applying ecopackaging has managed to design
packaging that saves large amounts of cardboard, is recycled and recyclable and optimises space
for transport, seeking efficiency, maximum quantity transported in the fewest possible trips.

Its design is simple, the pair of shoes box is made of 100% recycled cardboard compacted and
pressed only with water. The materials used in the packaging are:

- BREAKDOWN OF THE MATERIALS OF THE SIDDHARTHA MODEL:

Reweart has made many changes to the packaging of its products. Compared to standard practices,
Reweart's packaging is very much eco-designed.

The shoeboxes are brought in sheets to the company and assembled by hand at the Reweart
production site, so the cardboard takes up less space and suppliers need fewer vehicles to
transport the same number of boxes.

Thanks to the eco-design, a much more environmentally friendly packaging is created, Reweart
was looking for a cardboard box pressed only with water, in order to avoid chemical treatments,
lacquering or adhesive glues to make it completely recyclable. Reweart visited up to three suppliers
who did not believe it was possible to manufacture in their facilities, about to throw in the towel,
by the amount of time and effort invested in a search that seemed more and more a chimera than a
viable option, the last supplier who visited said he had no problem to manufacture the cardboard in
this way, in this case, an alternative was sought. 
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[21] Real, A. 22 abril 2018. Blog FEVECTA, “Cartonajes Aitana mantiene una actividad económica de enorme arraigo en la comarca, 100% respetuosa
con el medio ambiente”. Disponible en: https://blog.fevecta.coop/cartonajes-aitana/ Consultado: 4 enero 2022.

As previously mentioned, transport accounts for a large percentage of an organisation's material
consumption and HC, here are some quantifiable savings that Reweart is already achieving in the
transport phase of its products.

Figure 30: Savings in the torque box thanks to Ecodesign

- 66% less volume than the conventional box

- 50% less paper than the conventional box

- 0 Adhesives

- Manufactured with renewable energies

- 100% recycled paper compressed with
water only

- 0% paper inside

- 100% water-based ink

- 100% recyclable

With regard to the pair box, several design modifications have been made; its cubic capacity has
been reduced to ⅓ of the size saving up to 53% of material compared to conventional boxes, thus
increasing the number of pairs of shoes and accessories that can be shipped in a single trip, while
reducing the carbon footprint in distribution. 

In the packaging recycling process, the paper is shredded and mixed with water. The machines
press the cardboard and remove the excess water. The purification plant eliminates the sludge and
recirculates 100% of the water back into the process, thanks to this design it is not necessary to
return the water to the environment at the end of each process and the minimum waste is collected
by an authorised manager[21]. Cartonajes Aitana's commitment to sustainability has earned it ISO
14001 certification from Aenor.

Reweart has eliminated all the paper used for the tips and the separation paper, thanks to this
reduction in the use of paper, 2 million litres of water are saved every 34482 pairs of shoes for each
tonne of paper saved, equivalent to 58 litres of water for each pair of shoes.



 58 litres 60 litres
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If we count that an average adult can drink approximately 2 litres of water per day, we are talking
about a saving equivalent to the water we drink for 29 days for each pair of shoes just by removing
the paper from the inside of the box. 

RESPONSIBLE USE AND RETURN

The Vesica Piscis brand, a partner of the Reweart project, has created a return policy - reverse
logistics - based on the environmental responsibility of the consumer, as an innovation of Reweart. 

In this sense, generating a return system and making it work is one of the characteristics that make
Reweart a project committed to the circular economy. The objective of reverse logistics is based on
the concept of extended responsibility of the producer, who takes charge of his products and
manages them once they have already been used by the consumer. 

Along the lines of the circular economy, your footwear, before becoming waste, is dismantled, and
the materials that make up the sole and upper are recycled and/or reused after being conditioned
to have a new life.

Consumers are informed that once they have to dispose of their products, they can return them to
the manufacturer by going to one of the sales points that take them back, or choose to send them
directly to the manufacturing workshop. 

Figure 31: Saving water by eliminating paper from the box 

TRANSPORT  

Transport, in any phase of the activity, has a great weight in terms of HC (Carbon Footprint), due to
the use of fossil fuels. In this context, a brand can and should select its suppliers based on their
carbon footprint and push for practices that minimise Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions.

The first impact associated with transportation is that of suppliers, who transport components that
are then assembled by hand at Reweart's facilities. Due to their choice of local suppliers this impact
is drastically reduced.



This change in the way we treat our "waste" represents a paradigm shift for the consumer, who is
rewarded in the RECICLA15 project with a discount on their next purchase with no time limit or
expiration date. Although the real motivation for returning footwear must be responsibility and the
desire to achieve a more resource-conserving system, it is certainly a great gesture towards the
environment.

This new model introduces a new vision of consumption and, like all major changes, it shocks
society at first and soon becomes accepted as normal. 
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USE 

The use phase begins once the consumer has purchased the product. In this phase, it is essential to
involve the consumer in the return of their products in order to close the circle, and to this end,
through the media, they make their customers aware of the importance of responsible
consumption. 

The customer is kept well informed and collaborates in the return phase, were far from throwing
their products in the trash, they return them to the producer.

For Reweart the use phase is fundamental, its products are circular, which means that they are
designed to be recycled and therefore the return of the products and the management of the
"waste" must be guaranteed. 

How does it do this? 

It establishes discount systems with no expiry date for those who collaborate in the new return
system for those customers who: 

a) Separate the sole from the cut of the shoe and carry out the return.

b) Want to go further and show the simplicity of the process by recording a video of themselves
separating the two materials from the shoe and sharing it on youtube.

This normalises a circular process while raising consumer awareness by involving them in the
process and showing their importance in the return process. 

Making them an essential actor in the life cycle of the product they have bought, making them
aware of the importance of responsible consumption, because at the end of the process it is the
consumers who are going to play a key role in the circularity of the products. 

"Words do not teach, only the experience of having lived
it does."

The different approach with which Reweart carries out its activity along the value chain marks a
clear differentiation in the market and adds value to its products. 

The consumer is increasingly aware of the environmental effects of a product, Reweart is
committed to a robust policy of transparency and therefore provides all the information about their
products.
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[22] Simon-Kucher & Partners. 29 octubre 2021. “Global Sustainability Study: What Role do Consumers Play in a Sustainable Future?” Disponible en:
https://www.simon-kucher.com/en/blog/global-sustainability-study-what-role-do-consumers-play-sustainable-future?
gclid=Cj0KCQiAnuGNBhCPARIsACbnLzpkUuC1l45PmBnCdReJef2UEiH4Nd5Ml99ROQFF2GvmnhSeVz5L10oaAm0WEALw_wcB Consultado: 21 enero
2022.

A global sustainability study by Simon Kucher and Partner [22], conducted across 17 countries,
suggests that sustainability will continue to increase and become an expectation, rather than an
exception. The article shows the results of the study, which divides consumers according to their
generation, and shows an increase in the willingness to pay more for a sustainable product in the
intermediate generations (the alpha generation has yet to be quantified). The trend can be seen in
the following graph.

Reweart's sociable attitude and its policy of transparency, brings it closer to consumers and society
in general to show its progress towards change and the great progress achieved, encouraging
everyone to investigate the information available to them, for this, it has certifications and labels
that guarantee a form of sustainable (or conscious) production and the origin of the materials with
which they work. 

The new circular production model calls for:

-Encourage conscious purchasing, avoiding "fast fashion" where you buy only what you need.
-Offering quality products to ensure their durability and comfort.
-Transparency and consumer information on the origin and quality of materials. Communication is
key.

Figure 32: Graph obtained from Simon-Kucher & Partners' study on the amount each generation of
consumers is willing to spend on a sustainable product.

Under these premises, it is possible to create social awareness about the environmental problems
of consumerism; to empower consumers to look for sustainable products and to ensure that these
products remain in use for a longer period of time. 

Responsible consumption is crucial in terms of sustainability, but also for society, since global
problems such as ocean pollution or atmospheric emissions pose a real danger to human health.

https://www.simon-kucher.com/en/blog/global-sustainability-study-what-role-do-consumers-play-sustainable-future?gclid=Cj0KCQiAnuGNBhCPARIsACbnLzpkUuC1l45PmBnCdReJef2UEiH4Nd5Ml99ROQFF2GvmnhSeVz5L10oaAm0WEALw_wcB


REVERSE LOGISTICS
 
Applying a reverse logistics where Reweart demonstrates a real commitment to the circularity of its
products, it works its responsibility as a producer by establishing a return system in which the
consumer returns the shoes that will no longer be used, so that at the end of the useful life its
products do not become waste.

Once the shoes have been returned to the factory, Reweart separates and returns to its suppliers
the components to be integrated back into its production to obtain new materials, in this way, its
textile supplier reincorporates in its production the components of the exterior to create a non-
woven fabric used in the insole, and the sole is valued to be reused or recycled to manufacture new
recycled soles or new trainers. 
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"Don't buy it if you don't need it, and if you do need it,
we'll make it for you".

Reweart's paradigm shift invites us to reflect on our rate of consumption. 

Just two generations ago, products were made to last and could be repaired, donated, or inherited.
The natural capital of products was used for longer and they were only replaced when it was no
longer possible to continue using them. Today this is practically impossible, largely due to planned
obsolescence, "when I first became interested in the subject I thought I would find some companies
that used this practice to make more money, but I realized that it was something systemic, that our
whole economy depends on it" [23]

[23] Cosima Dannoritzer, productora del documental “comprar, tirar, comprar”
Arenas, G.17 octubre 2018. “A los productos fabricados para romperse se les va a acabar el cuento”. El País. disponible en:
https://elpais.com/retina/2018/10/16/tendencias/1539700237_455182.html. Consultado: 18 diciembre 2021.

https://elpais.com/retina/2018/10/16/tendencias/1539700237_455182.html
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In short, to revalue, because it is necessary to rescue the culture of maintaining the value of the
products for a longer period of time.

For this very reason, there are some premises to which Reweart pays special attention:
 
So,

 

The following table summarises, by way of conclusion, the improvements in the field of
sustainability that the Reweart project has achieved in comparison to the conventional footwear
industry.

How has Reweart reshaped the standard footwear
industry?footwear industry?
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Figure 34: Main differences between Reweart's production model and conventional linear
production model 

As linear business models mostly seek to compete with each other, the circular economy reminds
us that cooperation presents opportunities that should now be explored, collaborations and
strategic alliances play a key role and should be internalised in business culture and values. Every
brand should consider: 

[24] Sintonía Ambiental con Mayra Lacruz- Disponible en:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1f8BtVkDdk&t=76s Consultado 25 febrero 2022

What value do you want to give to society, to the animals
and the environment where you are operating, and what do
you want to achieve in the short, medium and long term?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1f8BtVkDdk&t=76s


DRIVING LOCAL
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
AND SOCIAL
PERFORMANCE 
If the times we live in are showing us
anything, it is that humanity needs to
radically change the way it sees and
interacts with the world. It is no longer time
to promise for the future, but to act in the
present.

The circular economy is creating new
business opportunities with innovative
products and services, opening up the
possibility of transforming value chains and
connecting all actors in search of more
sustainable and economically viable options.

By transforming the value chain, waste
becomes a natural capital that can be
exploited as a by-product even in other
sectors.

Reweart is fully aware that the footwear
industry will always occupy an important
place in the economy of Elche, and now,
thanks to its experience and knowledge of
the trade, has opened a new path of footwear
production. On its 3 fundamental pillars;
veganism, sustainability and circular
economy, it is weaving a network of local
production and collaborations that feeds
back, and that will serve to strengthen its
position in this new socio-economic and
legislative panorama that is coming.

By strengthening the local production
system, it is providing opportunities for
employment and local development, and a
sense of belonging.
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A robust economy relies heavily on diversity,
which provides some resilience to critical
events such as a crisis. The COVID-19
pandemic came unexpectedly and has called
into question the robustness of some
economic systems, especially those that
depend on external factors such as tourism. 

When a local production economy is fostered
based on industrial symbiotic relationships,
where <as in nature> different production
companies find their niche and are all able to
source from each other's by-products, a
cooperative system of self-sufficiency is
created that gives value to the local economy
and a sense of worth to society, which will
identify with what it produces and feel proud
to be part of a system that is good for the
environment and good for society.

All this facilitates awareness-raising tasks,
where society itself (which is the consumer
itself), will be the first to be interested in
directing its efforts towards the proper
functioning and growth of the circular
economy. 

3



We can measure the performance of the
Reweart project by the achievement of its
environmental and social objectives and its
ability to create a product of value for the
consumer. In this link you can consult the
study on social impact carried out by Vesica
Piscis Footwear within the Life Reweart
project social impact report. 

We must not forget that the social reality in
the main textile-producing countries is
different from what we could conceive of as
normal in Europe, and this is another
important reason to tip the balance towards
more egalitarian production models.

One is unsustainable when it does not allow
society to achieve a certain standard of
living. Problems such as the exploitation of
children, or the lack of safety measures in
workplaces and industrial environments that
result in death or affect the health of
workers, show that the most fundamental
rights must be respected no matter where
we are in the world. 

The textile sector has accumulated several
accidents in recent decades that could have
been avoided in their entirety if safety and
control measures had been correctly applied,
here are some of them 

examples, but they are not the only ones; the
Bhopal disaster [1] occurred in 1984 in which
a gas leak consisting mostly of Methyl
Isocyanate from a pesticide factory formed a
toxic cloud that caused more than 25,000
fatalities in the first hours and in the
following years.

The New Delhi fire [2] killed 43 people and
injured 16 while they slept in a bag factory.
Or the collapse of the Rana Plaza Building [3]
in Bangladesh where 1134 people died. 

Another phenomenon of a social nature is
the gender gap related to the textile sector:
in general, the majority of the workforce in
production is female, with men occupying
leading and better paid positions. Although
there are countries where this issue is more
evident, it certainly remains a global
challenge.

These facts highlight the need for a real
triple bottom line in which the economy is
able to sustain the environment and social
welfare in an equitable way.
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[1] Ferrando I Arrufat, J. 3 diciembre 2014. “Bhopal, una noche que dura ya 30 años” Planeta futuro. El país. Disponible en:
https://elpais.com/elpais/2014/12/03/planeta_futuro/1417610543_153774.html consultado 22 febrero 2014

[2] RTVE.es/ EFE Disponible en: https://www.rtve.es/noticias/20191208/menos-43-muertos-incendio-fabrica-nueva-delhi/1993362.shtml
Consultado: 22 febrero 2014

[3] Salvá, A. 16 mayo 2021. “Rana Plaza, los trabajadores de la industria textil de Bangladés, de nuevo en peligro”. Planeta futuro. El País. Disponible
en: https://elpais.com/planeta-futuro/2021-05-16/los-trabajadores-de-la-industria-textil-de-banglades-de-nuevo-en-peligro.html Consultado:
22 febrero 2022

https://elpais.com/elpais/2014/12/03/planeta_futuro/1417610543_153774.html
https://www.rtve.es/noticias/20191208/menos-43-muertos-incendio-fabrica-nueva-delhi/1993362.shtml
https://elpais.com/planeta-futuro/2021-05-16/los-trabajadores-de-la-industria-textil-de-banglades-de-nuevo-en-peligro.html


 3.1 LOCAL SYMBIOSIS
In the circular economy, symbiosis is
necessary, from the moment it is decided to
leave the linear production system, it is
necessary to establish collaborative
relationships with other industries in the
environment, to facilitate the exchange of
materials and/or energy, by-products and
even resources such as water.

The aim of this exchange is to ensure the
maximum use of resources and minimise the
generation of waste, as this becomes a
valuable material in another industry. 

The more mature and established a system
is, the more efficiency it will show, and it has
many environmental, social and economic
advantages.

These new symbiotic relationships help to
secure the supply of materials of the right
quality to be able to produce "back home".
Ensuring economic and production viability.
Adding the possible decrease in transport
costs and carbon footprint.
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These new symbiotic relationships help to
ensure the supply of materials with the right
quality to be able to produce "close to
home". Ensuring economic and production
viability. Adding the possible reduction in
transport costs and carbon footprint.

The network of local suppliers that Reweart
has created, all of them aligned with the
objectives of the project, with high standards
of sustainability, serves to support the
economy of Alicante. In this way it creates a
socio-economic structure that benefits
socially by providing jobs, perpetuating the
cultural arts of footwear in the area and
strengthening the livelihoods of so many
families who make a living from this
industry.

Thanks to this, Reweart establishes synergies
between suppliers and even between other
industries further away from footwear,
which by adapting to the principles of the
circular economy can participate in the flow
of creative exchange of materials. Always
looking for the goal of zero waste.

3.2 REINVENTING THE FOOTWEAR SUPPLY CHAIN: REWEART
SUPPLIERS
As seen above, suppliers have a considerable
weight in the sustainability of those who buy
their products, so Reweart has established
this system with its suppliers in which
through its sustainability criteria have co-
created to find solutions to more circular
material inputs, one of these criteria is to
use the waste from the post-consumer of
their shoes to integrate it back into the
production cycle, suppliers who can
reprocess and find renewable inputs as
industrial markets are not able to meet the
needs of their customers. 

are changing the rules of the game to take
waste from one industry and put it into the
material stream of another. "Reweart is very
careful in its choice and those suppliers it
chooses to work with must provide materials
that are vegan, organic, recycled and
recyclable" it is not just about selecting the
right suppliers, it is about working closely
with them to ensure that the product that is
developed meets the circular criteria that
the project is pursuing.
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Some of the criteria they take into account
are:

-The certificates they possess, the
traceability of the same.
-The importance in the search for circular
materials, with the highest quality.
-The supplier's values, social responsibility
and local development.
The management of their waste and their
openness to receive by-products or post-
consumer inputs. 
-The origin of the raw materials they work
with and their composition.
-Type of packaging and transport that they
are able to supply. 
-The origin of the energy is a factor to
consider. 
-In order to mitigate transport emissions,
the proximity to Reweart's facilities can be a
determining factor, it takes into account the
carbon and water footprint because on a
global scale they serve as an indicator of
each supplier's commitment to
sustainability. 

That is why the main components are
manufactured by companies in the province
of Alicante. Reweart has set goals, not only
for the company, but as an ecosystem of
many companies that allows to establish a
better system of communication and
innovation among them to have greater
control over the flow of materials. 

[4] KPMG international. 2022. Global Manufacturing Prospects - The CEO view. Supply chain resiliency helps achieve a twin transformation.
Disponible en: https://www.supplychainmovement.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Global-Manufacturing-Prospects-KPMG-2022.pdf
Consultado: 21 febrero 2022.

But not only that, creating a network of local
suppliers brings some advantages that the
pandemic has brought to light:

Being within such a small area allows for
greater control over the supply chain.
Creating short and close chains minimises
the risk of supply disruptions due to
confinement and travel restrictions. As well
as more stable prices [4].

In linear systems scaling up circular product
and service initiatives often requires the
creation of entirely new supply chains, in the
case of Reweart, supplier engagement is a
key starting point, where they seek to
collaborate closely to develop and contribute
ideas that enable the re-engineering of
circular products and processes. 

In the project, like Reweart, suppliers
develop reverse logistics, being proactive in
the eco-design processes of their own
products and at the same time taking care of
the returns to continue giving life to the
materials they produce.

https://www.supplychainmovement.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Global-Manufacturing-Prospects-KPMG-2022.pdf


 REWEART PROJECT PROVIDERS

Figure 35: Reweart providers map
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Within the Reweart project Jordatex Grupo Industrial is one of the textile suppliers, it is located in
Banyeres and in order to reduce the use of dyes, this supplier works with fibres of similar colours to
make up each colour, depending on the stock of each batch, it may be necessary to use more or less
dye, as the recycling of fibres can dilute the intensity of the colour. For colours such as black it is
always necessary to dye, but the raw colour, on the other hand, never needs dyeing. However, all
inks related to Reweart products are water-based, making the use of solvents unnecessary. 

The non-woven fabric made from natural and recycled fibres is provided by Albero i Sempere S.L.,
with these fabrics the upper and the sole of the shoe are made. The laces are manufactured by Hilos
y cintas S.L. with recycled yarns supplied by Hilaturas Ferre and Belda i Llorens.

Finally, Infinity Sole, the sole of the Life Reweart project, made from ECO TPU, is manufactured in
Petrel by Inyectados Zamora S.L.

Regarding the packaging for transport, this consists of large corrugated cardboard boxes
manufactured in Elche by Cartonajes Peral, while Cartonajes Aitana located in Cocentaina supplies
100% recycled cardboard pressed only with water to CartoElx where the pair box is manufactured.
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3.3 CONSUMER EMPOWERMENT 
The consumer has the ability to influence this
system, it is important to be aware of this, it is
the consumer through their consumption
patterns who sustains certain production
models. 

Reweart knows that to exercise this choice it
is essential to have critical thinking and
demand transparency involving the consumer
in the value proposition and circular
experience. 

Information is therefore essential to become
aware of the real consequences of
consumerism. 

Although people are more sensitive to
sustainability, climate change and social
problems, their final purchase decision is not
always based on these parameters, it is often
important to develop a circular proposal that
appeals to conventional value factors, such as
affordability, comfort or product performance
and, why not, information on the real
consequences that the manufacture of that
product has on the environment, in this sense
the project stresses the importance of making
the invisible visible, prioritising ethics is
essential in this change of awareness that the
circular economy demands from society. 

It is time to rethink as consumers, but also as
inhabitants of the planet, what values we put
first when making decisions and whether they
will help us to create a type of society willing
to lead these times of change. 

With the idea of turning the consumer into a
witness of the true potential of what they
throw away, Reweart has developed a
configurator that allows the personalisation of
the final product by using recycled textile to
be incorporated into the footwear of their
choice.

The initiative arises to offer and
communicate a circular product so that
customers understand what makes this
circular product and model better for them
and thus improve the user experience and
engagement with the project.

This attitude is becoming more and more of a
trend and brands must now strive to offer
the best service and/or product, in return
they get feedback from this type of active
consumer. 

"A prosumer is a consumer who also has the
capacity to produce. It is a person who has a
critical and analytical eye, is informed and
has his or her own criteria, seeks the best
and has the means to create or produce
content of acceptable quality" HubSpot
article[5].

Consumer empowerment is a determining
factor in this paradigm shift in which we are
immersed, and it necessarily involves
education; "human beings who live
consciously and sustainable solutions are not
two different things, the only reason why we
do things in ways that are not sustainable is
because we are not conscious" [6]. 

The consumer must know the difference
between abundance and waste. The current
system is designed to push consumption,
instilling a culture of "never enough". 

But it is true that consumers are becoming
increasingly aware of the environmental
effects of products and it seems that in the
long term, brands that do not make real
changes towards sustainability could become
trivial in the marketplace.

[5] Sordo A.I. “La era del prosumidor: qué es un prosumer y cómo ayuda a tu marca”. HubSpot. Disponible es:
https://blog.hubspot.es/marketing/prosumidor Consultado: 1 febrero 2022.

[6] Sadhguru. video publicado 11 enero 2022. “Estás enfermando a tus hijos con la ropa que les compras”. canal Youtube “Sadhguru español”.
Disponible en: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2_VJZSOz6Y&t=491s Consultado: 18 enero 2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2_VJZSOz6Y&t=491s


That's why in Reweart every step is important, and that's
how he wanted to reflect it in the footprint he leaves with
his shoe on which you can read: 

"ETHICS FIRST" before taking the first step there must be
ethics (the first thing we do with our footprint).
"VESICA PISCIS" the basis of our footprint is the brand.
"INFINITE SOLE" concepts of our outsole
"CIRCULAR DESIGN" in the centre of our footprint
"EVERY STEP MATTERS" every step is important.

For the conviction not to encourage the consumer to buy
impulsively just for a discount, also Reweart promotes to
the consumer its normal Black Friday and has a policy of: 

"NO stock NO sales"

However, no rebate does not mean no contribution, Reweart collaborates with entities and
companies that share its values, reinventing its supply chain and expanding to other sectors
that share its values.
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The number of people concerned about animal welfare is growing every day, and it is clear
that the demand for vegan food and cruelty-free products (not tested on animals) is on the
rise. Reweart does not act for publicity purposes, his genuine love for animals, like that of
many other people, has led him to actively collaborate with NGOs.

Santuario Compasión Animal [7] rescues and gives a dignified life to animals that have
suffered mistreatment and abuse, mainly focusing on those animals commonly known as
"farm animals" that in the eyes of the law are not even considered living beings, only
products and treated as such. 

It has created the #specialcollaborationweek [8] during which, with every purchase, a
contribution is given to help the inhabitants of the sanctuary to have the life they should
always have had.

It also has the #cuvier model, with which 10% of the price paid for each pair sold is donated
to the same cause. They can be purchased from the Vesica Piscis website and also from the
sanctuary's own website.

With the desire to be completely transparent, they make available to the customer how each
aid received is materialised. 

[7] Disponible en: https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/340-3433-zapatillas-veganas-en-colaboracion-con-santuario-compasion-
animal.html#/104-tallas-46 Consultado: 14 febrero 2022
         
[8] Información disponible en: https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/blog/22_AYUDA-A-LOS-ANIMALES-EN-NUESTRA--SPECIALCOLLA.html
Consultado: 14 enero 2022
Specialcollaborationweek 2021 Disponible en: https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/blog/22_AYUDA-A-LOS-ANIMALES-EN-NUESTRA--
SPECIALCOLLA.html Consultado: 14 febrero 2022
2022. Disponible en: https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/blog/27_APOYEMOS-A-JACOBA-DURANTE-NUESTRA--SPECIALCOL.html Consultado:
14 febrero 2022

Figure 37: Sole of the Siddhartha model
with the Reweart values 

3.4 SUPPORT TO NGOS

https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/340-3433-zapatillas-veganas-en-colaboracion-con-santuario-compasion-animal.html#/104-tallas-46
https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/blog/22_AYUDA-A-LOS-ANIMALES-EN-NUESTRA--SPECIALCOLLA.html
https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/blog/22_AYUDA-A-LOS-ANIMALES-EN-NUESTRA--SPECIALCOLLA.html
https://vesicapiscisfootwear.com/es/blog/27_APOYEMOS-A-JACOBA-DURANTE-NUESTRA--SPECIALCOL.html
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Through the electricity bill for the Reweart products contracted with Gesternova [9], every
month a small percentage is allocated to the Climate Fund through the Ekoenergy seal, with
this contribution users support various energy projects in remote and underdeveloped areas of
Asia, Africa and America. For 2021, the project chosen by Gesternova was the Madre de Dios
REDD Conservation Project in the Amazon[10], located in Peru with the aim of "halting
deforestation in the Amazon, increasing the benefits of the forest for local populations and
increasing the monitored area".

#Self-sufficiency and #surplus #energy

REWEART PARTNERSHIPS AND "BRANDING".  
Regarding the collaboration with other brands, it does so by giving visibility to those whose
philosophy fits with the values of Reweart, and thus creating a cooperation between those
brands that share "a different way of doing things".

One of them is Nimeria Brand, a Mallorcan brand and the German brands Degree Clothing or
Bleed with 10 years using biodegradable, organic, vegan and recycled materials. 

Other brands with sustainable projects and conscious local manufacturing, with recycled or
organic materials free of animal materials, are We are Bonito, Lolo Carolo and Xiro Denim. 

[9] Disponible en: https://gesternova.com/gracias-a-los-consumidores-de-ekoenergia-seguimos-mejorando-vidas/ Consultado: 21 febrero 2022

[10] Disponible en: https://gesternova.com/gesternova-energia-compensa-su-huella-de-carbono-por-septimo-ano-consecutivo/ Consultado: 21
febrero 2022

In the short term Reweart seeks energy
independence, in this sense it has launched
its plan to install solar panels in the
production centre of Vesica Piscis in Elche,
with a plan in mind of self-sufficiency and
use of solar energy, which is such an
abundant and unlimited resource in this area
of the Mediterranean. 

The medium-term commitment is based on
continuing to weave this network created
from suppliers and manufacturing companies
and brands with the same values as Reweart,
working under ethical standards and circular
economy. Observing nature, we can deduce
from its character that, far from competing,
it cooperates.

3.5 NEXT STEPS: SHORT-, MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM
COMMITMENTS

In this way, Reweart seeks to extend its
model of sustainable and circular production
to other areas further afield.

This network will ensure a robust local
production system, more resistant to
possible economic crises, where cooperating
will be increasingly independent of external
materials from unsustainable or
unsustainable practices. This new network
will also be prepared for the new
sustainability policies, serving as an example
for neighbouring industries, respecting living
beings and the environment.

https://gesternova.com/gracias-a-los-consumidores-de-ekoenergia-seguimos-mejorando-vidas/
https://gesternova.com/gesternova-energia-compensa-su-huella-de-carbono-por-septimo-ano-consecutivo/
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To break the barriers of locality and go to larger scales such as Europe or even other
continents, transport is presented as one of the life cycle phases with the greatest weight in
terms of carbon footprint and waste generation, and although Reweart has eliminated
packaging materials as much as possible, it depends in most cases on fossil fuels for the
delivery of products.

The big challenge, then, is to find new forms of transport that can reach as many consumers as
possible, while reducing GHG impact.

Going up steps within the objectives of the project, we find an idea that Reweart has in mind, a
central shop, which serves as a headquarters and meeting point for brands that like Reweart
live their activity. A meeting place between producers with the same values and consumers
moved by a conscious consumption or simply called by curiosity.

With its circular economy strategy Reweart informs and raises awareness about the
importance of responsible consumption: awareness for human development, giving importance
to social responsibility, local employment and close suppliers in its value chain, and
environmental awareness and sustainable development by promoting animal welfare, the use of
sustainable materials and sustainable production.
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